STARLIGHT SCOPES. Initial allocation α 1 per rifle coy α 1 per Sp Coy α 3 retained by QM. CO will confirm final allocation and op use. In the meantime subunits should instruct members on use of scope noting.

**ALFA**
- Scopes cost $3500 each.

**BRAVO**
- Replacement parts and further issues cannot be expected.

**CHARLIE**
- Battery issues are uncertain. Life expectancy 40-50 hrs each bty. A log book of hours/minutes is to be maintained for each bty.

**DELTA**
- Users are to read manual carefully noting.
  - **ONE**. Weak on/off switch. Ensure it is turned off, when not in use.
  - **TWO**. Ensure front lens cover is ON in daylight hours.

**ECHO**
- They can only be attached to M16. We may anticipate adjustments for M60 later. They can be used manually as a telescope.

**FOXTROT**
- Absolute care is to be taken in all aspects of their use.
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